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About Me
Hi there! My name is Akhil Krishnan and I’m a UX Specialist.

Started my career as a UX Designer contributing to Requirement 

Engineering and Rapid Prototyping. Then focused to become a UX 

Engineering Specialist by exploring mobile, web and cloud 

application platforms.  I love creating appealing and meaningful 

experiences that work for both businesses and users.

I love spending my spare time in travelling and photography.

hello@akhilkrishnans.com

@akhilkrishnans



Tools and Technologies

Design
• Adobe XD

• Sketch

• Invision Studio

• Axure

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe InDesign

• iRise

Development
• Bootstrap

• WordPress

• Angular

• Python 3.x

• Java Spring Boot

• Amazon Web Services (AWS)



Confidentiality

Some case studies in this portfolio are under non-disclosure 

agreements (NDAs). As such, I have masked some information to 

protect the confidentiality of the projects. 

Please refrain from sharing this portfolio since it contains some 

confidential information.



Parking Mobile App
Case Study 01



Overview
A mobile application for a parallel parking system, in which the user can utilize a 

parking spot for free, which are already paid by another user and they have time 

remaining in their parking ticket when they leave the spot.

Client who was frustrated by the current parking system, presented their requirements 

inspired by the functionality of Waze App, where people share traffic info for the good 

of others.
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Design Process

We have used an iterative process model to approach the problem, 

which helped us in designing an efficient system in terms of usability 

and ROI



Empathize With Users
When we had the first draft of requirements from the client, we started identifying the 

Users, and created questionnaires to collect both the user information and the needs of 

users to prepare user personas. Here we had to think from the perspective of a user to 

empathize with them.

We had identified the major user pain points initially by doing this process and revisited 

the same process after defining the problem, ideation of the solution and testing the 

design as well, to make sure we address all the user pain points.



CORE PERSONA
Sharon's persona was used as a tool to summarize the information gathered in the discovery interview that kicked off this 
design sprint

Sharon The Avid Driver
Age: 27
Gender: Male
Occupation: Student

I am part time uber eats driver, frequently looking for free 

parking spots nearby during deliveries, so I can reduce my 

expenses.

Sharon is  a University student and a part time uber eats deliverer/driver. He works hard 
to meet his expenses for his studies and living. So, he always finds a way to cut his 
expenses, finding free parking spots during delivery is one of them. But it takes a while to 
find one, most of the time.

Motivations

• Wants to cut down his expenses

• Wants to save his time

Frustration

• Wasting a lot of time finding a free spot

• Walking few blocks to deliver in winter



Define the Problem
A user got into a parking spot and paid for an hour at the parking machine, but he had to 

leave early due to some reason. If he is leaving 10 minutes after parking,  he has 50 

minutes remaining in his ticket which he had already paid. When he leaves, the spot 

becomes free and someone get into it and pay for it again. The system is having the 

advantage of this situation. Rarely the person leaving the spot might exchange the 

ticket to the one who’s entering it and let him use the spot for the remaining time for 

free. What if everyone leaving a parking spot, who has time remaining in their ticket 

can share it with another person? We are about to solve this problem.



“Help the users find a free parking spot.”

Our problem Statement



Ideate Solutions
Based on the user research, persona and requirement analysis we have started ideating 

our solution with the following features

• One time user login (same as WhatsApp)

• Check-in facility when entering a parking slot

• Select the parking slot, scan and upload the parking ticket

• Check-out once the user leaves the spot, mark the spot as free

• Push notification (message) will be sent to the nearby users with the ticket info once 

a parking slot is free
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From paper sketches to high fidelity interactive prototypes, we had 

followed this process model to ideate the solution



Low Fidelity Prototypes



Mid Fidelity Prototypes



High Fidelity Prototypes



Test Designs
We had performed Card Sorting, Contextual Enquiry and A/B Testing to test the designs. 

Based on the outcome of the design testing we were able to create a usable, meaningful 

and great design.



42%

34%

12%

6%
6%

Usability Test Result

Extremely useful Useful A little useful Not useful at all Neutral



Results
We have successfully created a working prototype of the app that satisfies the 

client requirements and solving all the user pain points, which is under 

development right now.



CINCO EFP
Case Study 02



Overview
Cinco EFP (Experience Framework Platform) is a cloud based web platform which 

showcases the collection of experience frameworks, provided by Cinco, used for 

experiential marketing purposes. The requirement was to create a content management 

system with intuitive, clean user experience, interaction, interface and a responsive 

front end.

The goal of the platform was defined to be a menu for the users to chose a particular 

digital activation to go with their marketing experience plan.
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Design Process

We have used an iterative process model to approach the problem, 

which helped us in designing an efficient system in terms of usability 

and ROI



Empathize With Users
After the first draft of requirements, we started identifying the Users, here an account 

manager or marketing specialist who interact with a client is the primary user of the 

platform, who will use it as a menu to present the client all the digital activations they 

provide under a single platform.

The client is another user who will go through the platform and view all the frameworks 

in detail and choose a framework they like. Then we created questionnaires to collect 

both the user information and the needs of users to prepare user personas.  By following 

the process model, we had identified the major user pain points.



CORE PERSONA
Aneta’s persona was used as a tool to summarize the information gathered in the discovery interview that kicked off this 
design sprint

Aneta The Marketing Ninja
Age: 45
Gender: Female
Occupation: Account Manager

I’m a brand strategist, explains different experiential 

marketing ideas with clients in a day-to-day basis. Getting the 

ideas all together in a platform makes my job easy.

Aneta is  an Account Manager in an experiential marketing company. She works closely 
with the clients. She gives the clients walkthrough on different experiential marketing 
ideas/frameworks daily, as part of her job. Collecting all the frameworks from the past 
and ideate new ones has been a pain point for her.

Motivations

• Wants to collect all the past frameworks

• Wants to reduce manual work

• Wants to save time

Frustration

• Collecting and organizing all the past 

frameworks

• Ideate new frameworks from scratch



Define the Problem
A marketer should provide different and unique ideas or experiences each time to 

achieve the highest customer satisfaction. Here they must manually collect all the 

available experiential digital marketing ideas from their company database or create 

something from scratch, in order to present a solution to their clients. The marketer 

may not be equipped to perform this skill as it is not part of their portfolio and this 

takes a lot of time and effort for them. If there is a platform which can showcase all the 

unique experiential ideas in a framework format as a menu or gallery, makes the client 

walkthrough an easy process to the marketer.



“Help the marketer showcase a collection of unique 

experiential ideas to the clients.”

Our problem Statement



Ideate Solutions
Based on the user research, persona, mood boards, and requirement analysis we have 

started ideating our solution with the following features

• User login, to both the marketer and client

• Framework gallery

• Framework details, which showcases images, videos and other details

• Select and share a framework between the marketer and client

• A dashboard to create/update/remove Frameworks
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From paper sketches to high fidelity interactive prototypes, we had 

followed this process model to ideate the solution



Low Fidelity Prototypes



High Fidelity Prototypes



High Fidelity Prototypes



Test Designs
We had performed Card Sorting, Contextual Enquiry and A/B Testing to test the designs. 

Based on the outcome of the design testing we were able to create a usable, meaningful 

and great design.



45%

31%

16%

8%

User Flow Completion

Successfully Completed Somewhat Completed Partially Completed No Completed



Results
We have successfully created a responsive front end using Bootstrap 4.x 

(HTML 5, CSS 3 and Js) and created the CMS platform using based on the 

designs and wireframes what we have created as per the design process and 

met all the client requirements by solving all the user pain points.



Thank You 

hello@akhilkrishnans.com


